Nowadays, the development of Web applications supporting distributed user interfaces (DUI) is straightforward. However, it is still hard to find Web sites supporting this kind of user interaction. Although studies on this field have demonstrated that DUI would improve the user experience, users are not massively empowered to manage these kinds of interactions. In this setting, we propose to move the responsibility of distributing both the UI and user interaction, from the application (a Web application) to the client (the Web browser), giving also rise to inter-application interaction distribution. This paper presents a platform for client-side DUI, built on the foundations of Web augmentation and End User Development. The idea is to empower end users to apply an augmentation layer over existing Web applications, considering both frequent use and opportunistic DUI requirements. In this work, we present the architecture and a prototype tool supporting this approach and illustrate the incorporation of some DUI features through case studies.
Introduction
The distribution of user interfaces (DUI) was a growing trend during the last 10 years. Even earlier, by the mid-nineties, the first concepts of DUI appeared [6] with the advent of migratory applications [2] . DUI research has gained relevance and it advanced to really complex systems including several dimensions: how input and output are managed, the device in which the application runs, the context where the application is used, when it is used, etc. [6] . Other works also addressed collaboration as another dimension of DUI systems [16] .
According to Vanderdonckt [23] , part of the need of DUI comes from the fact that "a user is rarely using one single platform at a time, but several different platforms at a time or one after another, and a user is no longer staying in the same environment since she is moving from one environment to another or across environments". Although this definition was stated in 2011, so far, this is not only still valid but also more relevant given that the same aspects are nowadays magnified due to the continuous emergence of new types of Web applications and mobile devices.
In the context of Web applications, there are approaches such as Panelrama [26] and Connichiwa [22] that provide a clear support for developing Web applications supporting DUI from scratch. Recently, some work [3] focused on the opportunistic distribution based on gestures, by providing another framework for developing cross-device Web application interactions. Among others with similar goals (as we comment in the Related Works section), these are important contributions to the field. However, most Web applications do not offer this kind of interaction, even in spite of knowing how DUI behaviour could improve the user experience.
In this paper, we extend our previous research [7] on empowering end users with the possibility to apply DUI features on existing Web applications, and not necessarily the ones foreseen by a developer. When Web applications do not offer those features that users may need, experience has shown that the crowd of users react trying to satisfy these needs by themselves. This is a very common practice in Web Browsing Augmentation, i.e. using tools (usually deployed as Web Browser Extensions) to augment Web application capabilities. To cite one example, a simple solution for cross-device interaction called "Slides-Presentation Remote" 1 has more than sixty thousand users, offering a remote control for presentations in some well-known Web applications (Google Drive, SlideShare, Prezi, etc.). Examples like this one-and thousand others-clearly show that while ad-hoc developers may create applications providing this kind of web augmentation layer, there are users expecting them, and we want to empower them to be the ones that produce their solutions, no matter their technical knowledge.
Web Browser Augmentation, as a technique, is a perfect target for end-user-driven DUI applications, such as supporting opportunistic or frequent layout or interaction distribution and UI migration. For instance, consider a scenario where an initial student is starting to learn about Web development in jsfiddle.net. He has a netbook with a small screen, so it is not pleasant to use such interface in such device. The main area in the UI of such application is originally split in four pieces: three input boxes (JS, HTML, CSS) and a preview one. He may want to open a second tab in his browser and split such User Interface (UI) by distributing the CSS and preview components to the second tab, so he can write the HTML and JS code in a comfortable way, without visualizing it with line breaks. The desired DUI feature is not originally supported by jsfiddle.net, but a third-party tool can add it through Web Augmentation.
The aforementioned situation may represent an opportunistic scenario for a user who hardly uses a device of small dimensions for programming, but also a frequent use scenario for those who only have access to a notebook, or the ones that are used to a second screen for their daily life activities. Both modalities-opportunistic and frequent-are addressed in our approach in two different ways. The first one is about allowing the end user to distribute an application on demand; he points out which DOM element he wants to distribute, so it can be collected by the tool and distributed when he explicitly asks to move it to another context (e.g. another device, tab, window, etc.). A second modality is allowing the end user to define a context rule conditioning the distribution, and performing the distribution automatically, when the rule is successfully evaluated.
The combination of DUI and Web augmentation also contributes to the discussion about cross-application DUI, i.e. how user interfaces from two Web Sites could react when the user is interacting with each other from distinct devices/ displays. Consider a workstation with two displays. While in one of them the user may be reading a Wikipedia article, the second one could be displaying a carousel with related images from Google Images. This interaction could make us conceive it as a mashup application; however, it is not, since it does not integrate existing application's content into a new one, but coordinating the UI of two different applications under the user's requirements when he is using more than one display (a tab, a single window) in the browser. This would be possible because Web augmentation artefacts usually run as part of the Web browser, so they can be aware of every Web site loaded. In this way it is possible to remove the boundaries of a single application. Using some Web augmentation techniques, cross-applications and cross-devices DUI interactions could be easily applied by end users with the correct set of abstraction tools.
We strongly consider that improving how users access Web content and Web sites information is a crucial aspect, and nowadays, it is very important to support this content access from a multi devices point of view. In this work, we propose an end-user-driven architecture, where users are the ones who apply DUI features and behaviours. In addition, we provide a framework to allow advanced users or programmers to define new DUI-oriented behaviour, following the philosophy behind the Web-customization communities, where end users and developers coexist and collaborate altogether.
This paper presents the approach, the overall architecture and the supporting tools through some case studies. It is structured as follows. First, in Sect. 2, we provide the underlying background. Section 3 introduces our approach and the main components of the underlying architecture. The supporting tools are illustrated via case studies in Sect. 4. Related works are presented and compared in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, we analyse other DUI dimensions that could be tackled with Web augmentation. Finally, we discuss our contribution in Sect. 7, in conjunction with our future work.
Background
The Web has become a widely customizable space, making it more specific to the needs of each individual user. Personal Information Management (PIM) systems allow end users to collect and reorganize information according to their interests or activities, while Web Augmentation (WA), in conjunction with End-User Programming [18, 20] techniques, allow them to enhance the Web by manipulating its content according to their requirements, for building a solution on the basis of what already exists. Below, we introduce the concepts we use as a basis for building DUI in Web applications.
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Personal Information Management systems and the Web
People store information with a purpose; they pick it from different sources, put it together, choose an order and a place, with the purpose of having it available for further making inquiries. The same process happens in the real and digital world, but through different means. In the physical world people collect books, papers, notes, physical objects. In the digital world people collect emails, documents, Web pages, pictures, videos, audios, etc. and a personal Information Management System (PIM) [15] is intended to support the user's activities by acquiring and managing (organization, maintenance, retrieval, sharing) their information for using it when needed. In this light, information comes in packages that encapsulates it, called information objects (a.k.a. information items). Such objects live in a common environment, a personal and unique space of information, and these should be organized in such a way that retrieving it in the right moment and for a concrete need will be possible. For such purpose, it is necessary to maintain the information objects mapped to different needs.
In the Web context, a PIM should offer the user the possibility of extracting information objects at one or many different granularity levels. For example, Evernote provides an extension called Web Clipper, 2 which allows end users to collect, annotate and tag full Web pages, but also some sections through HTML screenshots or DOM selection. Once collected, users can access the elements with their Webbased client, or the available native application for desktop or mobile devices. The client allows visualizing the list of harvested information objects, where users can edit, reorganize and search them by navigation or text-based search based on tags, annotations' content or the title.
In academic literature, we can also find tools supporting different approaches through Personal Information Managers taking information from the Web, like Piggy Bank [14] . In this work, the authors present a browser extension that lets users extract information objects from any Web pageregardless of the origin-and store them in RDF format. The ideal scenario for this approach is the one with an RDFenabled Web site, but otherwise it could be possible by using screenscrapers to re-structure information into RDF. They contemplate different levels of granularity: the full page but also their components as information objects. Having all the information objects in the same format and space of information, it makes it possible for the items to be searched and organized taking advantage of the semantic information.
Web augmentation by end users
Web augmentation is a technique to adapt existing Web contents according to the requirements of individual end users [4] . It implies manipulating Web pages and providing an added value by changing some of their content, style or behaviour. In general terms, there are two strategies to implement Web augmentation: client-side or proxy-based. The difference among them is where the manipulation is carried out. In the first case, the code supporting the adaptation is attached to a Web page when the Web browser receives and parses its Document Object Model (DOM). In the second case, such responsibility resides on the proxy: when the client asks for a page, the proxy should request the original page (by an HTTP request to the server), get the response, apply the required changes and return such augmented version to the client. Indeed, in both cases, making these changes requires certain privileges to modify the structure, style or behaviour of a document. The former requires to extend the Web browser, which is a very common practice. The later requires to access to the proxy-based application to manipulate original content.
In this work, we focus on client-side Web augmentation, the most popular augmentation approach. An enormous number of browser extensions and userscripts 3 are published and updated every day, created to meet the need of adding certain functionality on the Web, either on a specific Web page or a set of them. For instance, The Camelizer 4 is a Firefox extension that enhances Amazon products with extra information by tracking the product's price history and comparing their prices against the ones offered by external shops. As a browser extension, it has the privileges to retrieve and include both, the external content and the produced information, in the same context of the current window.
When it comes to end users, it is possible to contemplate them as the creators of their own solutions through WA, although not with the same advantages as professional developers. First, because they do not have the same technical knowledge to design a good solution. Second, the enduser languages are usually not as flexible as the professional ones, because they tend to be shaped by constructs in a much higher level of abstraction than the ones usually offered in a professional development environment. Moreover, many end-user tools tend to allow the configuration of existing components rather than their composition for creating an application. Such difference is addressed in [18] , as "Parameterisation or Customisation" against "Program Creation and Modification". In this work, we focus on the second group, and we can devise two end-user roles in such a setting; the one of those who only use the applications others create, and the one of those who create an application by using any End-User Programming system [20] . The first is called producer and he is the one using end-user specialized tools that will empower him to create his own solutions. The second is the consumer, and he is just intended to use the existing solutions that other people has created (e.g. a producer or-why not-a developer).
It is not required for a producer to have technical background or know-how, but some of the tools require some code writing from end users, although in a much more abstract level than a professional programmer. For instance, Programming By Example [12] technique requires the end user to demonstrate how to solve a problem by interacting with the User Interface. There exist examples concerning the first group and implemented by extending the browser's capabilities [8, 17] . In both cases, the user's demonstrates how to solve a task and the involved steps are transparently recorded, so the system can reproduce them later. A similar approach that uses the Web pages as canvas is WebMakeUp [5] .
Our approach is aimed for producers that do not have programming skills, but we also contemplate a more advance role: a developer. Note that our goal is not just to support a particular kind of DUI behaviour; moreover, we want to provide a platform for executing DUI behaviour while browsing Web sites. With this in mind, we conceive developers as the ones incorporating new DUI behaviour to the platform with, so the end user may choose among a wider set of constructs to use in their productions. Nevertheless, we provide several DUI behaviour already implemented in order to illustrate our approach.
Distributing existing Web user interfaces
The main idea behind the approach is to provide end users with a set of tools for defining their own DUI experiences according to their needs. Note that our aim is to support the distribution of Web applications under predefined designs (e.g. apply the same distribution every time the user accesses the same Web site from a desktop computer and a mobile device at the same time), but also we want support the specification of DUI under unexpected and opportunistic situations where the DUI layer was not previously defined (e.g. to quickly set a navigation control under an unplanned or sporadic use of a Web site).
To achieve such a goal, we rely on the adoption of a Personal Information Management (PIM) system that allows users to put together any UI component from all over the Web. The level of granularity of the collectable components is any DOM element, including the full page's body. In this context, elements from diverse Web applications coexist and are wrapped and interpreted as a collection of, what we called, UIObjects. Once in the PIM, the end user can apply DUI behaviours to the existing UIObjects on demand-to support opportunistic DUI requirements-or configure the automatic execution of DUI behaviours-to support frequent use. The last alternative is supported by a rule engine that observes UIObjects states and may bind DUI behaviours and UIObjects when an interaction event occurs.
Summarizing, we propose to contemplate both opportunistic and frequent needs by giving end users the possibility to:
-Select and collect UI elements into a PIM, from any Web site at any moment. -Trigger DUI functionality for those UI elements on demand by interacting with elements collected into the PIM, -Create rules for the automatic execution of such DUI functionality,
In this section, we present the full approach, its underlying concepts and architecture (in Sect. 3.1) and explains the two strategies for supporting end users to distribute elements from existing Web UIs (Sects. 3.2 and 3.3).
Concepts and architecture
We use the underlying philosophy of PIMs that allows users to put their relevant information objects into a common space of information, where such objects coexist and can be retrieved for interacting with them according to the purpose of the current user's activity. However, instead of collecting and structuring personal content such as traditional PIMs, we propose a UI-component-oriented PIM, where the user may select and harvest UI components from any Web site.
In this setting, the information object traditionally contemplated by PIMs is, in our work, an UI object.
In the current work, we focus on the client-side features of the architecture, in which has three main artefacts: Most of the approach works at client-side. As shown in Fig. 1 , the UIObject-PIM is implemented as a Web Browser extension that allows end users to share a unique space of information among their own devices. Users can install multiple UIObject-PIM in their devices, and the contained elements are synchronized through a synchronization server. Each UIObject has an internal state in a PIM, allowing the system to know in which devices the UI component is active.
The approach is not constrained to a centralized server; the PIM may be configured to work with any specific deployment of the application server. In our approach, we offer different ways to select and collect UI objects into the PIM. For supporting this, UIObjects are aware of the type of DOM element being wrapped. For instance, in the Fig. 2 , UIObject1 must know that the DOM element referenced by the UIComponent is a form. Meanwhile, UIObject2 is aware that it manages a collection of images (img HTML nodes). This harvesting mechanism allows users to collect arbitrary DOM elements from existing Web sites. UIObjects are not necessarily static, i.e. these are not a copy of the DOM element but a wrapper that dynamically obtains the corresponding DOM element.
As a DOM element represents a particular UI element, these elements could be very specific (for instance a form) or comprehensive (a full Web page). For example, the end user may want to distribute the tendencies box of Twitter to a second session for remote control, or he may collect the full Web page for visualizing all the images found in the full body of a blog entry into a second session.
At this point, we want to make some important highlights about the PIM and the UIObjects:
1. The PIM is deployed as a Web browser extension synchronized through a Web application. It is a distributed PIM; the same user may use different devices and, therefore, different instances of the client should be installed in the browsers, 2. DUI augmentations are performed at client-side, 3. All user devices will maintain the same UIObjects into the PIM, without taking into account which device had been used for collecting them. 4. Different DUI features can be applied to the same UIObject. These DUI features are implemented as DUIBehaviours, which are extensible for developers and available for end users, so they can easily use them, 5. Each UIObject has an internal state (online/offline) for each opened PIM session. This state indicates if the DOM element being represented by the UIObject is currently visible in the Web page that the user is visiting in that session, 6. PIM sessions share the state of their UIObjects instances. These points are illustrated in Fig. 3 . In this schematic graphic representation, two users sessions opened in different devices, a desktop computer at the left and a mobile device at the right. First, note that the same UIObjects are shown in both sessions; however, for each session UIObjects have different states. For instance, given that from the mobile session the only Web site in use is Web Site 2, then only UIObject appearing as online is UIObject 3, in the opposite case, UIObject 1 and UIObject 2 appear as offline. Each PIM session is aware of the state of all UIObjects in the device where it is running; however, it can also request such state from other PIM session in use.
Once into the PIM, UIObjects may be used to trigger DUI behaviours. A DUI behaviour is a JavaScript program (available in all user sessions) that is executed for a specific UIObject. For instance, the DUI behaviour "Redirect interaction" captures the UI events generated by the user's interaction with a DOM element (which is wrapped by the UIObject) in the session where they were originated and redirect it to another session (i.e. to reproduce the same events). The behaviours are offered to the user as menu options in the PIM, as it is shown in the following sections. Although we have developed some of these DUI behaviours for illustrating our ideas, actually our approach is flexible in this way given that new behaviours may be developed (by developers) and installed (by end users).
DUI behaviours may be executed directly by the user. For instance, the user may activate the DUI behaviour "Show alone in..." for a UIObject. This action would hide that UIObject in all opened sessions, and it would appear only in the selected session. This simple behaviour would imply to execute some functionality in all the devices that are currently in use. This is depicted in Fig. 4 , specifically on step 2, where two behaviours are manually applied by the user. The first, "Show alone in on Session B", makes possible to distribute UI components on different displays using the same device (a desktop computer). The second, "Control Navigation from Session D", allows the user to control the interaction in a Session (C) from another device (Session D).
These two examples ( Fig. 4, Step 2) are intended to satisfy opportunistic needs about a distributed use of the application. However, it would not be very useful if the user has to trigger the desired DUI behaviours every time he wants a distributed experience. In cases like this, where frequent scenarios of use exist, our approach supports users with the possibility of defining execution-context rules.
Together with the PIM, there is a rule engine that deals with different aspects of UIObjects, among them, it knows the internal state of UIObjects. In this way, the rules may be aware of UIObjects state. Consider the example in Step 3 of Fig. 4 ; when the UIObject's state changes to online in a concrete session, a DUI behaviour could be automatically triggered. Therefore, the same behaviour manually triggered in Step 2, is now configured to be executed automatically under certain conditions. By the creation of rules, users may specify how to distribute a Web site for frequent uses. For instance, in the case of Rule 2, when the UIObject 3 is online in Session C (a desktop session) and in Session D (a mobile one) then the "Navigation control" is triggered. Note that UIObject 3 represents the entire body element of the Web site 2's DOM.
The remaining of this section introduces the underlying architecture (Sect. 3.1), shows how users may collect UIObjects and trigger behaviour manually (Sect. 3.2), and finally explains how users may configure rules (Sect. 3.3).
UIObjects harvesting and manual distribution
A UIObject is a JavaScript object abstracting a UIComponent that the user has selected. In Fig. 5 , a user is enabling the DOM selection in step (1), so he can highlight the DOM elements for selection, as in step (2), with a proper context menu enabling the harvesting. Once selected, he can configure some properties, such as the name and the tag shown in (3) . The most relevant one is the UIComponentStereotype. It allows users to choose the kind of UI widget, such as image, text, form, video, etc. Then, all UIObjects are available in the default view of the PIM, as shown in (4), so the user can interact with them through the offered behaviour.
When a UIObject is collected into the PIM, DUI-based behaviours are attached to it under the basis of the decorator pattern [10] . There are two kinds of DUI-based behaviours: stereotype-agnostic, that could be attached to every UIObject, since their goals are compatible with all kind of UIComponents; and stereotype-specific, which are attached only to those UIObjects collected as a specific UI stereotype. An example of the last case could be a YouTube video, which can offer more specialized operations than the base components, such as "Play video on..." a concrete device.
It is important to note that the set of decorators that are applied to a UIObject can be configured by the end user, by clicking the gear icon shown in step (4) of Fig. 5 . Moreover, although we provide some basic behaviours, new decorators may be defined by developers and imported into the platform, as explained in Sect. 4.3. Extending a behaviour requires programming with client-side Web technologies (HTML, JavaScript, CSS), specially using a JavaScript API that allows developers to manipulate the UIObjects collected into PIM.
Extending the existing behaviours allow developers to support new kinds of DUI applications, like a particular kind of distributed layout, but also new specific operations, like a specialized "play" and "stop" messages for the YouTube player. If such DUI behaviour is imported into the PIM, when a user collects an object into the PIM and apply such decorator, such messages could be sent transparently from any device.
Rule-based UI distribution
There is a second strategy for applying a DUI behaviour to the existing harvested UIObjects, which is by creating rules that support the frequent use of the augmented distributions. Consider a user that usually navigates the Wikipedia web site and wants to distribute the index of every article to a second session, so he can control the navigation from a second Fig. 6 as (A) , so now he wants to define the rule.
In (B), the user has defined the condition of the rule. It states that the "Wikipedia Index" will be distributed to the second section of the same user's device, when such object is online in both sessions of the same device. Being "online" means that the URL (or pattern) associated to the UIObject is opened, and that an instance of the wrapped DOM element could be found in its body. The user can attach extra declarations to the rule, by selecting a new construct at the bottom of the Condition section. Then, some possible target elements are shown through autofill while he writes, and once he selects one, it is rendered as a tag. He can also change the order of the statements of the rule by drag and drop.
Finally, the user should specify the action. Such section is dynamically loaded according to the selected DUI behaviour, as shown in (C). The "Control Navigation" DUI, in order to properly enable the remote control, it requires to know the UIObject in charge of controlling the navigation and the target session to distribute it. In this case there is just one associated behaviour, but the user can define more than one for being executed when the same condition of the rule is meet. This way, the user has a wide range of possibilities and total freedom to define his own rules.
Case studies and prototype
Although the approach lets developers to create new DUI behaviours, we have developed a set of predefined ones. So far we have identified: opportunistic and volatile interface migration, multi-monitor layout, distributed layout, messaged-based remote control, navigation control and remote UI Effect.
We have implemented two prototype client-side tools supporting the approach. The first is a Firefox 44 extension for desktop edition. This extension is the only software artefact that users need to install, which already supports several DUI behaviours by default. However, since we do not want to limit the tool to the default DUIBehaviours, the tool allows to install further ones (those created by developers) from the repository.
The second is a Firefox for Android extension, for version 42.0a1. At server-side, we implemented a minimal functionality to synchronize changes of the UIObjects both tools manage.
In this section, we illustrate two case studies; the first focused in opportunistic distribution, and the second in frequent distribution through the definition of predefined rules.
Using UI-PIM for opportunistic DUI requirements
Consider a student, Máximo, who is living abroad for some months and he wants to register his experience in a blog. Sometimes he can write a long time from his desktop computer, but there are situations in which he migrate the task to his mobile device. He is writing the blog in English but his mother tongue is Spanish, and sometimes he has some doubts about language expressions that he uses to checks them out in linguee.com. He would like to distribute some elements of the Linguee and Blogger Web sites in his mobile to make easier this task. Blogger does not provide a mobile version, is not responsive, and does not offer an up-to-date sync functionality among different devices. With our tool, while Máximo changes the blog entry's document, every modification is notified to our server, who asks every registered listener (other user's PIMs) to update the view of the element in the proper context. This way, the functionality of the site is not altered by our adaptation; the automatic saving functionality by Blogger being executed is shown at the right screen of Fig. 7. 
Supporting frequent DUI requirements using UI-PIM and Rules
Two simple DUI examples based on rules are explained in this section. In Fig. 8, we show an example for applying distributing interaction on Google Inbox when it is used from a single desktop computer with two displays. In this case, the collected UI components are related to the attached files from emails. When that UIObject is online in both sessions (a session per display), the DUI behaviour "Redirect interaction to..." is applied. In this way, when the user clicks on one of the attached files, this is opened in the second session in order to maintain visible the list emails in the first one.
A second example, where the scenario of use involves a desktop computer and a mobile is defined for Vimeo. com, is shown in Fig. 9 . Here, the entire body element (DOM element) is collected as a UIObject and the "Control navigation from..." behaviour is triggered with this object in order to command the Session B's UI from the mobile device.
DUI behaviour framework
In order to support new DUI behaviours, we allow developers to extend the framework with their own classes. A simplified UML class diagram of this software is shown in Fig. 10 . Specifically, to create a new DUI Behaviour, developers need to create the new class by extending the Abstract-DuiBehaviour or any of its subclasses. As it is shown in Fig. 11 , it is mandatory to implement two class methods for helping our tool to display the parameters required by the class before properly instantiating it. For instance, the Fig. 6 presents the required parameters by the ControlNavigation DUI behaviour. Then, developers should implement the right setters for such parameters (e.g. setCon-trolsFrom, setControlsBy), so the authoring tool can properly instantiate the class.
Then, developers can implement the desired DUI behaviour through their own methods, like removeOriginalControl() and showOnlyOriginalControl(). According to the given example in Sect. 4.2, the first method will be called in the first session, and the second method in the second one. This way, the controlling UIObject (e.g. the one wrapping an index) is hidden in the first session and the remaining elements of the Web page are hidden in the second session. Moreover, in this example, there is a method in charge of adding a listener to the DOM elements of the observed UIObject (the one in the second session), so they can post the proper sync messages to the server. The DUI behaviours should implement-at least-as many distributions as sessions they want to support. Execute will receive the right parameters (indirectly from the emitter through the sync server), so it can choose the right method to call.
Finally, the extended class can be imported to be used by the PIM, as shown in the right side of Fig. 11 . Users can choose to upload the file for personal use or to share and store it into the public repository, so other users can make use of it. From the PIM, there are two general configurations the owner of a DUI Behaviour can choose: to enable user reviews and bug tracking. However, a broader set of options is available in the Web site of the repository.
Sessions and synchronization
There are some challenges regarding how manage different sessions and how the synchronization is made. We want to support DUI even when the user is accessing Web content from a single computer device (for instance a desktop computer with two displays). With this in mind, a session is not limited to a device, but to every Web content display. Synchronization among sessions is necessarily made through the server-side application, i.e. using Web Sockets. In future implementations of our prototype, we will investigate how WebRTC may be used to synchronized sessions among them without using server-side application.
Related works
There are several frameworks facilitating the creation of Web applications with DUI features. CTAT [3] supports the development of cross-device Web applications using touch and tilt-motion-based-interactions. It is designed for rapid prototyping development, it supports many-to-many communications, cooperative interactions, and developers can specify concrete interactions for four kinds of devices: laptop, tablets, smartphones and smartwatches. Connichiwa [22] is a framework for creating cross-device Web applications. It allows developers to implement their applications with no external server dependency; applications built with this framework run as a local Web application and a native helper runs a Web server on demand, when a session is created, in one of the participating devices. Although they mention the non-dependency of the user's position and they take into account the arrangement of devices when sharing a session, in this work, there is no mention about the use of context information to automatically trigger a distribution. Panelrama [26] is a framework allowing developers to specify DUI features in their Web applications, by providing a new XML panel element, where DOM elements should reside in order to be distributable. In contrast with our work, it is possible to distribute applications interactions from scratch through such frameworks; however, to use it with an already existent application involves restructuring it or, in case of the third-party ones, it is not possible. Moreover, such approaches are directed to developers, not giving end users the chance to define the distributable components of the application.
WebSplitter [13] is also a framework for distributing user interfaces, although with the particularity that it is not among devices, but also among different groups of users. Authors should specify an XML-based Web application with no tag type restrictions, but uniquely identifying each one. Then, it is required also an XSL-specification for the usage of each tag and, finally, an optional policy file indicating which XML tags should be distributed to which group of users and kind of device. A proxy is in charge of splitting the document, establishing the browsing session and controlling the collaboration between devices. In contrast to our approach, this one requires the end user to have some programming knowledge, and it is not about reusing existing Web content or keeping and combining the user's UI objects of interest in a common ambient.
An approach intended to support the authoring of distributable user interfaces with cross-device interactions features is presented in [21] . In this work, the authors propose to implement a model and a framework supporting the rapid prototyping of applications with DUI features by developers, and an authoring tool for supporting the distribution of their elements and interactions by end users. Conceived in the foundation of active components, users will be able to share UI elements and each of them will trigger a single action. They also plan to share a combination of such components and actions in a package. A similar approach is presented in [19] , where developers create the applications with an initial DUI configuration and the end users can re-configure the distributions at runtime with a customization tool. Both approaches are similar to ours in the sense that they contemplate the end users improving their experiences over existing user interfaces; however, they contemplate that for applications built with their framework (no matter if it is a third-party one); meanwhile, we support it for all Web, by taking any Web application as a base for applying an augmentation layer.
In [24] the authors present an interface distribution daemon that, based on service descriptions (made in RelaxNG), distributes the components of an application in three ways: user-driven, system-driven and continuous. In all cases, such distribution is performed among the devices that are registered and active in a personal interaction space. In the first modality, the user is in charge of choosing which services he wants to distribute in which device. In the second one, such decisions are taken by the daemon, based on a cost function that analyses the weight of the service according to the screen space. In the last case, decisions are taken according to changes in the interaction space, that is, devices entering and leaving it. This approach does not consider any third-party existing Web site as potential target for the distribution, and the end user's participation is limited to the use of an already specified distributable application; they do not take decisions about what elements of the UI are distributable or not. Our approach is also different regarding the storage and the access of the distributed elements in a shared space of information.
Other works face distribution through migration. [9] presents a framework and runtime support for allowing developers to create applications supporting DUI with multi-device and multi-user support. However, it does not consider the development by end users or the support of experiences that combine elements of different applications. The research group of [1] presents a model-based approach supporting total and partial migration of user interfaces. They rely mainly in applications created with a tool named TERESA, which produces a description about Web pages and the interactions they support. Such description is used to split the UI, to decide which elements can be migrated to a target device (e.g. because they have no dependencies to another element). Adaptation is performed in the UI if partial migration is chosen, and usability issues are taken into account. This environment could be also used with Web interfaces did not created with TERESA, but due to the lack of the underlying description, it cannot benefit from the adaptation mechanisms. Different to our approach, the context values cannot be used for exploring the distribution of user interaction across diverse applications.
Below, we present some works where the end user role changes, from a simple consumer to the one who producesby creating or configuring-the distribution of interactions of an interface. Such works also represent another strategy for distributing user interactions, concerning the manipulation of existing Web applications without altering source code, i.e. building a solution based on existing ones.
In contrast to the last mentioned work and in line with our approach, Proxywork [25] allows users to distribute the user interface components of any Web application-even not designed for this purpose-in different platforms. It does not depend on native components, but in a proxy that manipulates the requested Web pages, injecting it extra code in order to add the distribution operations and to be aware of the existence of other possible target devices to perform the distribution. A main technical difference regarding the augmentation technique is that our approach works at client side. Other bifurcations are context awareness and migration features. In [11] , the authors contemplate distribution through the partial migration of certain portion of a Web application's interface. It is intended for empowering the end user to opportunistically select the elements he is interested in and migrate them from a desktop environment to a mobile one. For this purpose, the devices involved in the interface migration must run an application for making them aware of the existence of each other, and make them selectable for the migration. Web pages are intercepted by a proxy and some annotations are added before being delivered to the Web Browser. When the user chooses to migrate the current Web page, a reverse engineering module analyses the Webpage at proxy-side, and produces a description, which is received by an orchestrator and a list of elements arranged hierarchically is sent and presented into the client so the user can select which of them to migrate. In contrast to our approach, in this work, the authors do not consider the possibility of combining UI components of multiple Web applications, nor the use of the context information.
As shown in Table 1 , all the mentioned works support both, input and output redirection, and most are oriented to create applications from scratch, or requires the manipulation of the existent application. At least 63% of the works implement migration. An 18% allow end users (with no programming skills) to choose which items are distributable in the Web app interface, no matter if the application was created with their own framework or if it is a third-party one. Another 18% takes into account the user's context information to automatically distribute the UI. In this category, we do not consider the ones that involve the user's interaction, even if such interaction is decoded by context information (e.g. the orientation supporting tilt gestures). None of the works is aimed at presenting distributed components from diverse applications, nor to keep them out of its context, in a dedicated and personal space of information.
In this work, we propose to empower end users with the capability to apply an augmentation layer with DUI behaviour over existing Web pages. In contrast with existing works, we do not provide an end-user tool for executing already defined distributable applications but for enabling them to choose which elements they want to distribute, and improve an existing Web interface. Note that the DUI features in our approach are not predefined, since we provide a framework for developing new DUI behaviour and a PIMbased architecture to execute that behaviour to DOM elements selected by end users. Thanks to the possibility to define any element-even the whole Web page-as a distributable component, wrapping it with extra and specialized functionality, our approach may support several kinds of DUI dimensions, such as light interface migration, remote control, distributed layout, etc. It is important to mention we support two DUI scenarios, one based on opportunistic needs and another based on recurrent uses.
Discussion
This paper addresses the problem of DUI in the context of existing Web applications. From our point of view, several kinds of user interactions that may be supported directly from Web applications could also be seen as part of the web browsing activity. Although we are aware of existing works supporting developers in the development of Web applications and offering DUI experiences, we have showed that DUI could be addressed not only from the Web application, but directly from the Web browser. This moves the discussion from DUI Web applications to DUI Web browsing. Web augmentation (also known as Augmented Web Browsing) gives the possibility to end users to adapt how they interact with Web applications. This technique is perfectly suitable with the needs of distributed user interaction. In this way, supporting DUI directly from Web Browsers allows users to satisfy by themselves their DUI requirements. As a first consequence, end users would drive how an application may be distributed (in terms of UI and interaction), but also would be able to do it with any existing Web applications, beyond how these applications either support or not support DUI features natively.
A second consequence of enabling Web Browsing DUI is the falling of application boundaries, i.e. instead of only provide a DUI experience in the context of a single Web application (distributing UI components belonging to it), we will be able to study how cross-application DUI may improve user experience. For instance, when visiting two Web applications that are related to a particular task (such as booking hotel rooms in one application while looking for flights to the city in another one) the interaction made in one of them could impact on the other application by form filling, highlighting related information, etc. Augmentationbased DUI widgets could be explored. For instance, when reading a Wikipedia article in a browser window, in a second one the user could show a carousel with images from Google images. Similar examples could be defined in other domains. For instance, imagine a journalist visiting different news web portals. In this scenario, when the user is interested in a particular topic in a portal A, then, related news from the second portal could be focused, highlighted, etc.
As a final comment, we believe that DUI requirements go from opportunistic uses to predefined designs that are use recurrently. Our approach aims to support with a single architecture these two kinds of needs.
Conclusions and future works
In this paper we put together two trends related to the HCI in the context of the Web: distributed user interfaces and Web augmentation. The first improves user experience by considering the complex and current interaction with Web applications, which could occur at the same time from different devices. The second lets users customize (by using end-user development tools) how Web applications are perceived, in terms of content and functionality. We envisioned then the concept of Distributed Web Browsing, allowing users to specify when and how Web applications are distributed, even when these applications do not support DUI natively. Our approach is not focused on giving a predefined set of DUI functionality to users. Instead, we provide a framework to allow advanced users (those with programming skills) to create new DUI functionality (called DUI behaviours) that could be executed to specific DOM elements. These DOM elements are specified by end users and collected into a UIoriented PIM. Users may trigger DUI behaviour manually. At the same time, the use of a PIM allows the execution of rules that apply the desired DUI behaviour when the conditions are satisfied. In this sense, non-opportunistic DUI requirements are supported.
Summarizing, we designed a flexible architecture based on a UI-object-oriented PIM, which was coined with several premises in mind: 1. Users should be able to collect UI elements as UIObjects into the PIM, 2. Every UIObject has an internal state in each session opened by the user, 3. Users should be able to trigger DUI behaviours directly to UIObjects from the PIM, in order to support opportunistic requirements, 4. Users should be able to specify the automatic execution of DUI Behaviour by defining rules. A rule may involve more than one condition and more than one behaviour, 5. Developers should be able to create new kinds of DUI behaviours compatible with existing UIObjects, i.e. distributing the UI components in new ways, no matter the underlying Web sites DOM structures, i.e. allowing the reuse of behaviours in several Web applications, 6. DUI Behaviours, developed by end users with programming skills, have access to the UIObjects, their states and intrinsic properties and behaviour.
Considering that at this stage of the project, we were focused in demonstrating the technical feasibility of the approach, we will explore more technical details that can improve the performance of the user experience. For instance, a following step in the agenda is to test other inter-PIM communication mechanisms. Likewise, due to the constantly changing nature of the Web, we are also looking for alternatives to provide wrappers with resilience capability, so that when the structure of a Web site changes, the user experience is affected as little as possible.
We are currently designing an experiment to demonstrate the operational feasibility of the approach. The main idea is to evaluate the approach with real end users with no programming skills in order to validate the operational feasibility and measure the potential user adoption rate.
After fulfilling that goals, we will continue this research by analysing how cross-application DUI and augmentationbased DUI could improve user experience and in which ways this could be applied using our approach. With this in mind, we plan to take advantage of the possibility for adding semantic tags to UIObjects that the platform gives when the user collects UI elements.
